
Walksnail Avatar HD FPV System Q&A
1. OSD not work

①Check the setting, wiring, and soldering first, tx and rx are crossed

②Some FC do not have enough UART ports, such as F411

Or the uart port cannot pass telemetry, replace other uart port

③Follow the steps in the manual to enter cli

“set osd_displayport_device = MSP”

“set displayport_msp_serial = Y” (Where Y is one less than the number

of the serial port. e.g. Y = 2 for serial 3)

“save ”

2. Unable bind

①Before 23.23.4 firmware, you need to restore the factory settings in

the glasses after upgrading the firmware

Or switch to channel 8 in the glasses then bind

②If the LED of the vtx module flashes green after plug in battery, and

turns red after pressing the button, the VTX should no faulty

③The firmware version between the goggles and vtx is too large cannot

bind

3. Low range

①no auto exit from standby mode after arm fc, please refer to item 1,

it is the same as the OSD problem

②The antenna is loose or damaged, replace other antennas

③channel 8 is a public channel, need switch to other channels

④If you need to fly long distance, the goggles front antenna needs to

be replaced with patch antenna (LHCP)

⑤interference around

⑥Some people reported the osd is working normally, but arm FC cannot exit

the standby mode

Replace other uart ports to solve the problem

4. The vtx led does not light up after plug in battery

①In the old firmware, if the coaxial cable is loose, the vtx led will

not light up

②Take out the vtx module from the frame and connect battery voltage. If

still does not work, contact the after-sales service.

5. No 8 channels and 50mbps option

Unlock FCC

6. camera coaxial cable base damaged

If the pad is not damaged, it can be repaired



7. antenna UFL base damaged

If the UFL GND pad is not damaged, it can be repaired

8. even vtx core 100℃ not shutdown

The vtx module will auto shutdown under 140℃ overheat protection

9. upgrade unsuccessful

wrong file or wrong file name

after firmware 26 will not be bricked

10. How to downgrade firmware?

The Avatar system cannot be downgraded by default, need change file name

For example, to downgrade from version 27 to 26, rename 26.30.6 to 28.30.6

Must be higher than the current version to be recognized and refreshed


